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Abstract—^This paper proposes a location prediction model
that can be used for predicting a moving route of any mobile
pbone user. It is said that one's moving route may reflect his/her
hobby, regular moving pattern, or sociability. With the
advancing network and communication technologies, mobile
phones have become an indispensable device in our daily life.
Data analysis from mobile phone users has become a hot topic.
This paper describes how a mobile phone user's one year data is
used to build the location prediction model by data partition,
cleansing, and event sequence analysis and pattern extraction.
With one's location prediction model, it is possible to predict a
next place he/she will likely visit. This may be beneficial to some
enterprise businesses. For example, if a company can predict
someone will go to a certain location, it is possible to push some
commercial advertisement related to sales in this location or near

around to his/her mobile phone.

K^words—Data mining; prediction model; human behavior;
mobilephone data; event sequence analysis.

I. Introduction

Making prediction from human activities has become a
recently hot topic. No doubt it is possible but difficult. Song,
et al. addressed the limits of such probability of human
mobility in their article [1]. There have been many potential
applications for researches on human mobility prediction, such
as predicting how a disease virus is to be spread depending on
human moving tendency. However, how precise we can
predict and foresee the whereabouts and mobility of
individuals is a fundamental question concerned. There are
many existing studies and researches on this concerned issue.

This research is trying to explore the limits of
predictability in human dynamics by studying the mobility
patterns of anonymous mobile phone users. By measuring the
entropy of each individual's trajectory, it is found that it is
possible to have a 93% potential predictability in user mobility
across the whole user base. Despite there are significant
differences in one's travel patterns, it is still possible to find
invariability by extracting regularity from his/her mobility
data. There have been many ongoing researches in this area.
For instance, A.-L, Barabasi who is a scientist in The United
States Northeastem University with his colleague researches
on the activity pattern [1] that comes from the anonymous
mobile phone users. They find out that in general the activity

of human is considered as unpredictable and free rein but in
fact human activity is surprisingly abided by some regular. On
the basis of Albert Laszlo's finding, this research starts to put
efforts to create the predict model from anonymous mobile
phone data and think about how to improve the accuracy of
prediction. To achieve a better accuracy, an event sequence
analysis is applied to the pre-processed a mobile phone user
data. It is expected that a human mobility prediction model can
be one of the elements in a human model [2].

II. Related work

Although this research topic has received increasing
attention from many researches and scientists but it is still in its
immature and infant stage. Currently, one often adopted
approach is prior probability and normal distribution. Of course,
some researcher use characteristic conditional probability
distribution to create two parameters as current time variable
ti=t and last visited location variable to calculate the
probability of the current location [3].

p(Vi=\\ti=t,Vi-i=k)

_ p(V<=l.tf=t|.Vf_i = tfc),

P(ti=t)

=p(ti=t\Vi=\,Vi^l=lk)*p{Vi=\\Vi.i=lk)

=p(ti=t|Vi=l)p(l7i=l|l7i_i=l)

The above paper describes that the predict location only has
relationship with the current visited time but not the last visited
location. So the formula likes follow:

P(ti=tk=l, Vi-l=/fc)=p(ti=t|Vi=l)

(1)

(2)

In here the time is separated into d and t. "d" means work
day. "t" means hours. Then create the relationship with prior
probability and normal distribution. Throw the normal
distribution calculate the result:

P(h|Ph. 5h>0

=nr=:iN,(hii.Ph,6S)
=nr=i^exp{-^(h|-phn

(3)
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From the above formula we get the relationship between
prior probability and normal distribution. The author considers
this method as HPHD algorithm.

The above method is very ingenious but they did not
realize that human behavior has strong relationship with the
last place and next place. They did not consider the last time
visited location effect the next visit place. Infect the active of
the human has obvious sequence regular. For example people
always go to "location-3" first and then go to "location-4" and
third go to "location-8" and last go to "location-9". The
purpose of my research is to find out the sequence regular
among human activity.

In my research the model uses event sequence to predict
the next place. Event sequence is a basic method in Data
Mining. The idea of the method is that something always
happens in some special order.

III. Data PRE-PROCESSING

The data is cut by day and week. The paper cleanses the
data to eliminate the noise. Currently the data is collected from
the mobile phone users for one year. The format of the data is
".CSV". The model focuses on the GPS information.

A. Change the GPS Information into Location Name

The purpose of research is to predict the user's moving
route. So the paper uses Google location API. Throwing the
Google location API I can get the location name. The GPS
information is considered as input and the output is location
name. Using the Google location API the model also can get
the type of the location and during the location the moving
speed of the user.

B. Place Threshold Initialization

1 set the initialize threshold of the place. If the initialize
threshold of the location is set very high, the location is very
difficult considered as important place and very easy to be
ignored. In this case the location cannot be put into the
sequence. The speed is divided into two branches. Speed is
faster than 7 and speed is slower than 7. If the speed is faster
than 7, the user does not motionlessly stay in the area, it is
possible to explain that the user is not interested in these areas,
"sj" is the support of the location, "q" is to calculate the
number how many times the location exists in the history
data."Cajj" is the total number of the locations in the history
data.

Si=l ——
Call

(4)

If the speed is smaller than 7, the user is on walking state.
If these places' frequency are very high in the historical data,
that proves that the user interested in these areas. These sites
for modeling contribution are high, so the initial threshold of
these sites should be set very low. In this way these locations
will be taken into the sequence, "s" is the support of the
location, "v" is the average speed of this location when the
user visited this location, means to calculate the variance

of the speed of this location when the user visited the location.

Si= V*Viv (5)

Supervisor: Runhe Huang, Professor

To sum up the initialization formula of location support as
follow:

IV.

si=(l -
V Call vJ Vlv (6)

Event Sequence Analysis

Order in real life is very important, for example in
shopping goods tend to buy beds, and over a period of time to
buy sheet. In this paper, the user is usually the first to go to the
station and then go to work place, and then go to the station to
go to the supermarket and then go home. The purpose of this
research is to achieve the basic user access location sequence,
basing on the location sequence to achieve forecasting.

Filter out the location whose support is less than threshold,
assuming the threshold as 5, and the sites: <l2> and <l3> are
filtered out. Then get the frequent sequence pattern whose
length is 1, such as {<li> , <l2>, , So that each place
alone formed frequent sequential pattern with length is 1.
Then element in the frequent sequence of length 1 cooperate
one by one to generate new frequent sequence with length is 2.
Such as follow:

C2={<li, li>,<li, l2^»"^lij Is^

<2. ln>

<ln, l2>v <ln, In>}
Formation of the multiple locations sequence candidate is

through the elements of the son generation. Then the judge
each with a length of 2 sequences could meet the minimum
support degree, if it is not satisfaction, it will be filtered out.
The last generation of a frequent site sequence pattern. This
method is very simple, but when the place of very large
amounts of data, efficiency will become the bottleneck.
Through the above description I believe you have found that,
you need to scan the database when you want to generate the
candidate item, which is affecting the efficiency. So here I
want to introduce the professor that Jiawei Han's method [5].

A. PreFixSpan:

Its major idea is that, instead of projecting sequence
databases by considering all the possible occurrences of
frequent subsequences, the projection is based only on
frequent prefixed because any frequent subsequence can
always be found by growing a frequent prefix. The kernel of
PreFixSpan algorithm is Depth-first traversal. PreFixSpan is
similar to GSP algorithm. The model needs to scan the data
base to generate the fi-equent sequence with length 1. And then
use the elements of the frequent sequence as the start location
to generate the sequence, such as {<li>:5 <l2>:7 .<1„>:6}
that is the frequent location set and use <li> as the first
location to generate the sequence, in order to get the result the
algorithm need to delete all the elements that is present in
front of the location <li>. The model will use instead of
<li>. I just persist to get the locations that appear on the back
of < li >. The order in the history like this {< I2 > ,
<1? »U »Ig »^8 > the result of projection is
{<- , l4> , <l4> , <5, l7>}. If in the history record there is
only one item including <li>, delete the item directly and use
the rest data as project data base. If the history record like this
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{<li> , <17, la. I9 . <U> . <15 . h>}> after the
calculating the project data base likes this
{< I7, Ig,I9, li, I4 >,<14>,<15, l7>} after deleting item <li>.
After we get the <li>-projected data base, we will traversal
every elements in the <li>-projected data base to calculate the
support of them and filter out the location with low level
support and generate the candidate element. And then to
generate <li>-proJected data base but the length is 2. At last
the model will get all the sequence with the start <li>.

V. Experiments ans Results analysis

On the original data, there is only GPS information. Original
data do not have the location name information. To deal with
this problem, the paper uses Google Service API to get the
location name throw the GPS information.

A. Loop through thefile name

The paper uses the file "getFilesName.rb" to get all the file
names into the array "Slist []". The paper loopsthe array"Slist
[]" to show all the name of files.

B. Generate theformat ofdata

The paper use file "locationSupportDataStore.rb" to generate
the format of the data. Here every 7 days we make these data
to be one group as an array. After that we put one week's data
to be one big array. The graph as follow:

wl=[['a'],['a',"b','c'],I'a','c'],["d'],['c','f]]
w2=[["a'.'d'].["c'].t'b','c'],['a"/e']]

wl4=l['e'].l'g'],['a",'f'],['c'],['b"],["c']]

Fig.1. Data store format.

We use "Wi[]" to store the data where the user have visited
separated by day. Base on this idea at last the paper generates
the sequence model is about the weekly moving behavior.
Every 7 days to store the data once, that because the regular of
the person's activity is 7 days. During the file
"LocationSupportDataStore.rb" the contents is that:

r Class Class

Method def

Method def

LSDSN

looplist

generateData

I

I

Fig.2. Structure of the LocationSupportDataStore.rb.

C. Generation expansionfrequent site

File "generateFrequenceltems.rb" will make the above
frequent location into the format of "locationName"].
And store the result into array "SitemsStore". The result as
follow

Irb(Qaln):328:e> SltensStore

-> It"Hrs._Jeannlne_Gllliard_Beer-Gabel"|, l"CheQln_du_Cref). |
ue_du_Tlr-Fed6ral"l, ('Ecublens']. l"Route_du_Bols"), ("Chenlnd
y*], I*£23"), I•Place_de_la_Gare"1. |•Rue_de_Lausanne"1, I"Renen
_de_Marcolet"], rPont_de_l'Avenlr*l, |"Route_du_Pont-Bleu"), ["i
A9"l, I"Chealn_du_Stand"]. I"Route_de_Busslgny"J, I"Route_de_Crl
, I"Rue_du_Vlllars"J, (*Rue_de_Bassenges*]. |"Route_de_la_Plerre
I, |'Chavannes>pr^s-Renens*]. ['Lausanne'], |'Route_de_Lausanne"

Fig.3. Extend frequent locations.

D. Generate Project Data Base

Firstly chose the first element fi-om array "SitemsStore []",
we will generate the projected data base with the element. File
"GPD.rb" is a special file that is used for generate project data
base. During the file it includes method "def generated
("String")",and the parameter is "String" type. We will see
that

"$itemsStore[0][0]="Mrs._Jeannine_Gilliard_Beer-Gabel".
Then generate the project data base that is started with
"Mrs._Jeannine_Gilliard_Beer-Gaber'. Fig.3 as follow:

means$itemsStore[0][0]="Mrs._Jeannine_Gilliard_Beer-G

25:e> SpOB
jCheoln (lu Cret", 'AveiTO^Piccard*), ("A¥enije_Plccanl', "RMite de la Sorge", 'Aveftue.du Tlr-Fjder.
ijte Verteaw", 'Rue daBugnon", 'Chenin deJwixtens', 'RffleM*, "Sur la Croix", 'Iteii Service.Sa

issler*, •Busslgny-pres-lausanne', •VlUars-Sainte-Crolx*, 'E62", 'AB*. 'RauteJe.Beme', 'Route_de_Bos5lere
wine", •E27*, "Chaiin delajailiere', *ateoin de.Panglres', 'RMte^de.Chatel-Salnt-Denls', •Route.de.Hofltre<
I', 'Rae^dujura*, •Route.^de^Bassigny', "Rwite de Crissler', 'Raite de.Buyere", 'RMte_de,SaUen$', 'Chenlnj
Ue-SaUaz", 'Chealn de Cretenet", "Desir Vert Sari", "Daniel (nichon*, •Route.de.Condenine", "Route deRenei
n da Coteau", "Route de la Haladiere", "AUee.daJilleal", 'Chavannes-prK-Renens", "Route deChavannes", *L
"Epesses", "Paidoax", "Saint-Sapliorin', "Corseaux", 'Route Cantoiiale_yevey-Forel_Lavaux", 'Ctieain de.Barigi>

s", "Grand'Rue", "Route de Forel", "Route de.Vevey", •Rte_des_Pres_de_Banps", "Route de Lausanne", "Route de
ugy", "Cliaiin de la Dole", •Chenin_de_la_Foret'], ["Ecublens", "Galerie de.Rarcolet", "9", "Rue dujianonet"
ateau", "Daillens", "Drchidee Realty SA", "Al", "E62", "Route.dejrissier", "Bussigny-pres-lausanne", "Cheoii
ois", "Chenin du Croset", "(lr5..Jeannine_Gilliard_Beer-Gabel"l], [["Renens", "RaeJe.Lausanne", "Avenue.du l-
gue", "Rue delajavonnerie", "Rue Keuve", "Rue dujinplon", "Avenue^du.Censuy", "Avenue.dujilo", "Rue_du.C.
e dePrilly", "Avenue d'Echallens", "Aveitue.Recordon", •Chenin_des_Cloclietcns", "Place Oiauderen", "Lausanne
contenporain", "Vote du Chariot", "Rue du Port-Franc", "Ecublens", "Au Record.Kuret", "Sentier.deJenges", "I

Fig.4. Projected data base.

Keep on using the file "GPD.rb", basing on the lasted
projected data base to generate <$itemssStore
[i][0]>-projected data base. On this situation the algorithm
gets the sequence like this [location1] [location2]. Keep on
looping. At last get the whole location sequence

The paper uses the data fi-om the user 02. The data is from
1month 15 day 2012 year. The data is used as experiment data.
Delete the repeat location. The result is given as Fig.4.

From Fig.5 the result shows that the first place the user
visited is "Ecublens". And then the model finds the same place
during the location sequence. All the sequence starting with
the location "Ecublens" will be shown.

After the model generates the projected data base, uses the
above method to calculate the support coimt of locations
during the projected data base. At this situation the paper set a
second level threshold for filtering out the infi*equent locations.
Here the paper sets the values as 2. The model will store the
new frequent locations into array, and pick up the elements
from the array one by one. The model will use the frequent
element connect with the <$itemssStore [i][0]> to generate a
sequence that the length is 2. When the 2 lengthy sequence is
generated, the model will base on the 2 lengthy sequence to
continue generate projected data base. At this case the result of
the projected data base likes this <location-l,
location-2>-projected data base. The predict model will keep
on looping, until there is on location exists in the array. That
means all the locations cannot satisfy the threshold value, then
the loop will over.
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^»S(E) Sdl(D) na© EffljlG)

H k=J ffi

' Route_de_Crochy

Ecublens

Avenue_du_T1f-F^(gitral

Ecublens
Avenue du Tif-^(^ral

Avenue_de_la_Concofde

Avenue_du_"nr-F^dS?ral

Chemin_des_Glycines

Avenue du Tir-FSi^fal

Place de la Gare

route

[["Ecublens"; "Nfrs.Jeannine^GUU^q^^^ ''
"\Irs. Jeannine GiUiMd^eer-Gaber'!/"Av.enue..du.Tir:Fe^

rAyenue_du_Tir-Federal"Avenue__|̂ _Tir-Federd'']],|

l'ig.5. Location sequence start with "Ecublens".

Use the last half of the user's history data to do the test I
find that base on de sequence model to predict the use's
moving behavior the accuracy can get 60%.

VI. Conclusion AND FUTTURE WORK

This paper just separate the data into two parts, one is
about work day another is weekday. The paper should keep on
separating the data into more details. The model can extract
the holiday from the weekday. On holiday people have a long
time to travel so people will enjoy going on a long journey. So
the travel trajectory will appear larger fluctuation. Many
people will be out of Tokyo during holidays, traveling to
Kyoto or Osaka. Others may go to farther in Hokkaido for
example. In this case the prediction method of analysis will be
changed, as if still using the frequency to measure cannot
make a good result. Generally if some places the user just
visited one time or it is a long time for the user to visit the
place again, in this case it is not easy for the model continue to
use the prediction sequence. At this time the model should get
connect with user's FaceBook or internet access record

together. Mostly people will search some information form the
internet before they go out one month ago. So from the history
record we can predict where the users want to go. So if the
various channels of information together, accuracy of
prediction will be greatly improved. If the user will go to some
place but the location do not exist in the history data. The
prediction model cannot be used in this situation. Because the
method mentioned in this paper is based on the historical
records. Present in our lab someone focuses on semantic

analysis. Their purpose is to base on the twitter to analysis the
emotion of the user to prevent suicide or some bad things.
They throw the daily log and the history of internet to analysis
the users. If I put prediction model and their research together,
the accuracy of the prediction model will be improved.

In the future we can use the data to create a human model.

The predicted model is just one part of the human model.
Human model is complex model, it includes many sub-models.
Such as the prediction model is just one part of the human
model. During the human model it is also include emotion
model. Now in our lab someone focuses on creating emotion
model. Base on the event the emotion can simulate human's

emotion. In the future I want to improve the accuracy of the
prediction model by time sequence. The behavior of the
human has strong relationship with time. Sometimes on some
extract time the human will appear on some place. For
example form the data we find the speed and latitude and
longitude have some special relationship. When the speed has
some change, such as from the high speed to low speed. The
point when the speed changes, is the point of inflection of
longitude and latitude. That means between the two that kind
of points, the longitude and latitude show linear feature.
Basing on this characteristic we can use threshold
autoregressive model that is supported by H.Tong to predict
the next location where the mobile phone user will visit.
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